We call a function FeP representable if there is a measure m e M so that F = \P c dm + k where P c = P c {z) = (β" + z)/(e u -z) is the complex Poisson kernel, & is a piecewise constant function in P, and where the limits of integration are omitted when they are 0 and 2π respectively. A function FeP is said to be of real type if Fiz" 1 ) = -T\z) for all zeD{jD c .
The functions (1) G = G F (z) = -(F(z) -TW 1 )), H = H F (z) = --(iF{z) + iFψ^))
are of real type; we have F -G + iH and (4) and (5) (5) can also be deduced directly from our hypothesis (2) and the expressions F ||, i.e., the first inequality asserted in the lemma is proved. 
L(r) = [P c {f(re u ) -Σia ά (r)eijt )dt-+ ί P c dm as r\l. Now L(r) = 4tκf(rz) -2π/(0) while Ip^cίm furnishes a function (in D
c ) that is holomorphic in Ώ\ Thus \P^cZm = Fe P 1 yields a function with
It is clear from this argument and from Theorem 4 that there are many functions FeP t with F(D) = f + const.: the difference of any two of them is characterized in the second half of that theorem.
In addition to its Banach space structure, M has also a ring structure with respect to convolution of measures. The corresponding ring structure in P 1 is given by the (7) is established.
COROLLARY. The map (F, G)\-* F*G is continuous in both variables in the norm of P 1#
The usual Banach algebra inequality || F*G\\ ^ ||F\\ \\G\\ is not valid in P 2 : take F = G = 10 + z in 2) and equal to 10 + z' 1 in D c . The map^ of Theorem 3 is thus not an isometry.
.
*>
Let P 2 be the subset of P 1 consisting of all F will F(0) = F(oo) = 0; it is a closed subalgebra of P x . The following immediate consequence of the preceding theorem is worth stating separately. Similar statements are valid about other subalgebras of M x C and P lf e.g., for the subalgebra of M of all m with m(T) = 0 and the subalgeba of P 2 of all F with k F = 0; the kernel of the restriction of ψ to this subalgebra of M is determined on the basis of Theorem 4.
Our using complex measures makes the following considerations possible. We define derivatives of functions in P as usual (i.e., in D and D c separately). If G = F f for functions in P we call F an integral of G. We shall use the phrase that F is differentiate (or integrable) in P x if F and F f are in P x . Differentiability of F in P x imposes a strong restriction of F; integrability is much less restrictive although infinite integrability is of course very restrictive. In what follows all functions in P x will be in the standard representation (5). 
Jo
Proof. We prove the first version of the theorem. Necessity:
) is to be the derivative of a function in P x , we must have -ra 0 + fc' = -m(Γ) + ft' = 0 and m_ t = 0. (2) Consider i\Pc\ e i8 dm(s)dt and expand P c . Treat ί) and J9 C separately. In the expansion, change the order of integration and differentiate; using m_! = 0 and ft' = m(Γ), we see that we have obtained F f . Thus F = IPccίw + ft = i I P c \e is dm{s)dt + const.; the uniqueness assertion of Theorem 2 then implies that n is absolutely continuous whose derivative g(t) = i\ e is dm(s) which is of bounded variation The preceding results can all be phrased in terms of FourierStieltjes moments. We single out the following application. It is clear that if {jn 3 } is a moment sequence corresponding to the measure m, then [n 3 ] is also a moment sequence whose measure n is absolutely continuous with derivative of bounded variation i m. This can also be read from Theorem 8; the hypothesis in the necessity part of that theorem which says that F be in P x can be replaced by demanding merely that Fe P. We consider in the following theorem a certain kind of perturbation of the multiplier sequence {j} of {jUj}; we obtain the same conclusion as for that latter sequence. 
+ Σ
We show next that the sequence {%} is bounded: since {a 3 n 3 } is a moment sequence, it is bounded, say, | a β n 5 \ ^ B m , since the power series mentioned in the statement of the theorem have radii of convergence greater than 1, we will have for sufficently large j the inequalities | j -a 3 1 <; 1 and | j + a_ 3 -\ <; 1 so that | a 3 \ ^ | j \ -1 whence \n 3 \^B as desired. We now take absolute values in (9) and integrate with respect to t. Thus Thus GeP u {jn 3 } is a moment sequence and the theorem is proved.
Analogous problems for several variables and also for regions
